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will blow through an inheritance quickly and won’t have
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Many people who set up such a trust select a profeswww.KauffmanAndForman.com
sional trustee or bank for this purpose as opposed to a
family member, on the theory that a professional trustee
will be less likely to give in to pressure from the child.
A trust can also be a good idea for children who are
simply too young to be trusted with large amounts of
money. A trustee can manage the money until the child
reaches a certain age, at which point the child can
receive the funds outright.
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Trusts can also be used for children who have a history of gambling or addiction. And they can protect
assets for children who are at risk for divorce or who
are in a profession where there is a possibility of lawsuits (such as an obstetrician).
Some people go so far as to create trusts that specifically reward children for certain conduct. For instance,
trust payments could be increased if the child earns a
certain salary, performs community service work, does
not relapse into an addiction, etc. These trusts can be
very beneficial for certain children. However, it can be
hard to set up the incentives with precision such that the
trustee can verify exactly what payments are owed. Also,
there’s a danger that the trust will punish a child at the
moment when he or she is most in need of support.
Yet another idea is to give a child a minority interest
in a family limited partnership that is managed by a
more responsible family member, who will make decisions about investments, dividends, etc. This allows the
child to benefit from family assets without having too
much control over them.
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person is ideally suited
Here are just a few things to consider, and
to do both jobs.
some common mistakes to avoid:
▶ Does the trust
▶ Is your trustee still the best person for
actually own what it’s
the job? If your trust arrangement allows you
supposed to? Someto change the trustee, you should periodically
times people create an
give some thought to whether the person
excellent trust plan, but ©istockphoto.com
you’ve selected is still the best choice.
forget to change the
most cases, the trustee’s fees and other ongoing
Picking a trustee is difficult, because
title to certain assets so that the trust actually
expenses should be paid out of the trust itself.
trustees typically wear two hats: They must
owns or controls them in the way that was
But be careful – many trust companies will
invest and manage the trust assets in order to
anticipated.
automatically send the bill to the person who
maximize their value, and they must distribute
If a trust is supposed to hold real estate, life
set up the trust.
them according to the terms of the trust and
insurance, shares of stock, retirement or bank
If the trust grantor pays the fees, this could
the wishes of the grantor.
accounts, family business units, etc., does it in
cause problems. For instance, the payments
The problem is that people who are good
fact do so? Changing the title to the assets can
might be considered a gift to the trust, which
at investing and managing money are not
be complicated, but if it’s not done properly,
could potentially trigger the need to file a gift
always good at being sensitive to family needs, the trust won’t work as intended. And if the
tax return or even pay additional taxes. Things
and vice-versa. That’s why some people who
assets have changed in any way over time, this
can get even more complicated if the fees are
create trusts name two trustees – one who
needs to be reviewed as well.
paid by someone other than the grantor.
is in charge of investments (perhaps even a
▶ How are the trust’s bills being paid? In
continued on page 3
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Planning for estate taxes vs. planning for income taxes

How to avoid common mistakes in handling trusts

continued from page 1
The problem is that, under current tax laws, the rules
Traditionally, the federal estate tax was extremely
away, her heirs wouldn't have to pay federal estate
for trusts and individuals are very different.
If a trust was set up in part for asset protection
burdensome to wealthier individuals, and the bulk
tax on it (which would have been as high as 55%).
For instance, in 2015, individuals pay the highest tax
purposes, then paying bills from the wrong account
of estate planning involved finding ways to minimize
Today, however, it might make more sense for
rate
only if they have income over $413,200 for single
could even undermine the purpose of the trust. As an
this federal tax.
Linda to leave the stock to Adam in her will. Since
filers,
and $464,850 if they’re married and filing jointly.
example, suppose you’ve created a trust for an heir so
In the last few years, though, the federal estate
federal estate tax rates are lower and the exemption
But trusts pay the highest rate if they have income over
that the assets will be protected in case the heir gets
tax rates and exemption amounts have changed and
amount is higher, Linda’s estate might not have to
a mere $12,300! So even if a trust doesn’t earn all that
divorced. If the income tax triggered by the trust is
become much less of a problem.
pay much (if any) estate tax as a result of keeping the
much income, it can be hit with high tax rates.
paid out of jointly owned marital property, this could
On the other hand, federal income
stock.
Making smart distributions, especially to benefimean that the trust assets will no longer be sheltered
taxes, capital gains taxes and other
Plus, if Adam received the stock as a gift and sold
ciaries who are in a lower tax bracket, can save both
in asense
divorce.for
investment
taxes have
gone
way up.estate
it, he'd
pay capital gains taxToday,
on the $70,000
however, it might make more
Traditionally,
the
federal
tax have
was toextremely
A federal
estate
tax return
have
to be filed
federal and
state taxes
as well asdoesn’t
minimize
the 3.8%
The same is true if trust assets and marital assets
And many states have increased
increase in value while it belonged to Linda – at
surtax
on
investment
income.
Linda to leave the stock to Adam in her
will. Since
burdensome
to wealthier individuals, and the bulk
every time someone dies. In fact, a return typically
are combined or commingled in various ways.
their income, estate and inheritance today's higher capital gains rates. But if he inherited
Many people now have their estate planner,
tax rates are lower and the▶exemption
of
estate planning involved finding
waysand
to sold
minimize
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have toadvisor
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thework
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taxboth
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a plan toestate
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estate planning involves looking at
died, and he would avoid the tax.
they
pay
out
income,
the
beneficiary
pays
the
income
capital
gains
taxes
while
furthering
the
much (if any) estate tax as a result of keeping the stock.
In the last few years, though, theAsfederal
estate
(which is currently $5,340,000). As anon-tax
result, most And while we’re a busy firm,
all the different possible taxes that
a further wrinkle, though, depending on the
tax, and if they don’t, the trust pays the income tax.
purposes of the trust.
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if Adam
tax
exemption
amounts
have
changed
andAdam live,Plus,
estates never have to file one. However, a change in
heirsrates
mightand
be facing,
and figuring
states
where
Linda and
there might
be received the stock as a gift and sold
If you refer someone to us,
out how best
to reduce
taxes and/or
taxes,
it, he’d have
to pay capital gains tax on the $70,000
become
much
less the
of aoverall
problem.state
On estate
the other
hand,state inheritance
the law back in 2011 makes it advantageous to file we
a promise to answer their
tax burden.
which now often kick in at much lower thresholds,
increase in value while it belonged to Linda
– at
federal
taxes,
gains
taxes and other
returnhave
if the
deceased person is survived by a spouse
Here’s income
one example:
Let’scapital
say
Some people never get around to writing a will or
sufficient time to take advantage of all the tech- questions and provide them
and there might also be state income and capital
today’s
higher
if he inherited
investment
taxes
have
up. And
states
– even
if thethatestate
is below
thetaxes
exemption
amountwith first-rate, attentive
Linda owns some
stock
that gone
she waygains
taxes many
to consider.
The state
tax issues
could capital gains rates. But
planning
their estate until the last minute, when they
niques
are available
to save
and properly
bought
years
ago
for
$30,000,
and
further
complicate
the
decision.
have
grown
old
and
have
a
serious
illness.
take
care
of
your
heirs.
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service. And if you’ve already
the stock and sold it, his capital gains tax basis would
have increased their income, estate and inheritance
and thus a return isn’t legally required.
it’s now worth $100,000. She thinks it will continue
As you can see, it’s still necessary to do careful
Other people write a simple will when they’re
In addition, last-minute changes to your will can
increased
to the stock’s value as ofyoung,
the date
Linda
taxes.
If you
know someone whose spouse passed awayreferred someone to our firm,
to increase in value,
and at some point she wants it
tax planning in order to leave asbemuch
as possible
but never review or update it until somebe very disturbing to family members. A great many
thank you!
to go to Adam.
As a result, these days smart estate
in-that the died,
didn’t take
ofwhose
this opportunity,
to your planning
heirs – it’s just
nature and
of thathetaxwould avoid the tax. thing happens that makes them think that death isand who
will contests
are theadvantage
result of heirs
expectaIn the past, it might
made sense
Linda
to
planning
hastaxes
changed.
If you wroteAs
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will yearswrinkle, though, depending
imminent.on the
tions
by eleventh-hour
amendments.
a further
volveshave
looking
at allforthe
different
possible
that
the IRS
is were
nowupset
giving
them a second
chance to file a
give the stock to Adam immediately. That's because
ago when the tax laws were quite different, you
While any estate planning is better than none, the
Estate planning is a critical part of your overall
states
where
Linda
might be
heirs
might
bevalue
facing,
and figuring
out
how
best toyour estate
returnfinancial
– but planning.
they must
act by the end of this year in
any further increase
in the
stock's
would
might
want
to review
plan now
to see
if it and Adam live, there
vast majority of mistakes and problems occur when
Most people would never buy
belong to Adam, reduce
not Linda,
andoverall
when Linda
passed
still makes sense under currentstate
conditions.
estate taxes and/or state inheritance
taxes,
the
tax burden.
doorso.other investment and then completely
people procrastinate
planning their estate and thenorderato
stock
try tothresholds,
do it in a hurry.
ignore
it for
20 years. In the
same way, you
should
which now often kick in at much lower
Here’s one example: Let’s say Linda owns some
Here’s
the
background:
Generally,
when
a person
If you wait until the last minute, it might be very
review and update your estate plan every few years,
and there might also be state incomedifficult
and capital
stock that she bought years ago for $30,000, and it’s
dies, his
or her estate can give an unlimited amount
to locate all the documents you need to
or whenever there’s a significant change in your
gains taxes to consider. The state taxproperly
issues execute
could an estate plan. And you might notto a surviving
now worth $100,000. She thinks it will continue to
spouse tax-free. After that, if the
circumstances.
Bernard and Jeanne Adler donated $50,000 to an
facilities for large dogs and older cats without
further complicate the decision.
increase in value, and at some point she wants it to
person’s bequests (plus large lifetime gifts) total
animal shelter in their hometown of Princeton, N.J.
naming anything for the Adlers.
This means that it’s almost
As you can
see, it’s still necessary to do careful
go to aAdam.
more than the exemption amount, then an estate tax
The gift was to finance
new structure for large dogs
The Adlers went to court and demanded
that the
and older cats (whose
are made
a traditional IRA into a Roth IRA has
file an estate tax return for an
as possible
Inprospects
the past,foritadoption
might have
sense
for their
Linda
to gift.tax planning in order to leave as muchConverting
is due.tax, which is useful if your estate is large enough to
shelter
return
$50,000
limited), and the structure was to be named for
many
advantages
be subject to the
tax. Whileamount
the federal
estate
TheThat’s
shelter because
argued that it had
the – it’s just that the nature
survived by a spouse.
tofulfilled
your heirs
of that
tax and disadvantages, but what many Traditionally,
give the stock to Adam immediately.
theestate
exemption
applied
the Adlers.
people don’t realize is that it can provide some estate tax now only affects estates of more than $5.43
Adlers’ intent as well as it could under its changed
Even if it seems highly unl
planning has changed. If you wrote your
willbenefits.
years
any
further
increase
in the stock’s value would
separately
eachpeople
spouse.
So subject
if a husband
died
Before
construction
began,
planning
million,tomany
are also
to state estate
circumstances.
however,tothe
shelter not
merged
with and when Linda passed
If you convert
taxesestate
that kick
in at use
muchhis
smaller
amounts.amount,
spouse will be worth more th
ago
when
the– tax
you to a Roth, you’ll have to pay income
belong
Adam,
Linda,
first, his
could
exemption
But an appeals court said that
didn’t
matter
the laws were quite different,
another organization.
tax on the value of the IRA right away – just as if you
A second benefit is that you don’t have to
had made
the gift with specific
when he or she dies, it’s still a
might conditions,
want to review your estate plan
now to see if it
away, her heirs wouldn’t have to Adlers
pay federal
estate
and when
his wife died later, she would get her
After the merger,
received the entire amount as income. On the other
take minimum annual distributions. If you don’t
and
if
the
conditions
weren't
met,
the
charity
had
to
return, because Congress cou
still makes sense under current conditions.
tax on it (which the
could
amount. But
the
husband
newhave been as high as 55%).
hand, all future withdrawals will be tax-free, and own exemption
need these distributions,
they if
will
merely
create left
return
the
funds.
organization
there are no minimum required distributions during
unnecessary
youwas
eachdue
yearwhen
after he
exemption amount. In fact, n
everything
to histaxable
wife income
and nofortax
The moral of the story is that if you're making a
announced
your lifetime.
you turn 70½, with the amount increasing each year.
exemption amount was less t
died, the husband’s exemption amount would be
charitable gift and you intend for the money to be
plans to build
Converting may make sense if (1) you have
These distributions can push you into a higher tax
used for a specific purpose, this needs to be very
Recently,©istockphoto.com
the IRS announc
“wasted.
” reduce your itemized deductions, increase
a smaller
enough assets to pay the income tax without dipping
bracket,
clearly spelled out in a contract or gift agreement, so
structure in
into the IRA itself, and (2) you won’t need to take
taxes aonchange
your Social
Security
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lawbenefits,
startingand
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2011, if
that
you
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legal
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another
town,
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other problems. Often it’s cheaper in the long run
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IRS allows many estates to save taxes – if they
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Be careful if you donate to charity for a specific purpose

Converting to a Roth IRA can help with estate planning

What will happen to your online accounts if you pass away?
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photos, songs, and other materials?
If your executor isn’t particularly tech-savvy, you

In some cases, it might be possible to put a license
agreement with a service provider into a trust, so that

So suppose a husband dies and doesn’t use any of

and there will be no penalty.

